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We depend on news to make sense of the world and to
inform our decisions in it—on everything from selecting
what to wear (based on the morning weather report) to
deciding how to vote in elections. 

As a window to the larger world, news frames how we
understand our leaders, institutions, and the issues of the
day, in the United States and around the world.

If news serves to frame our understandings of the world,
then we can examine how those frames are organized,
including whether, in effect, this window to the world is
small or larger, and what direction it faces—not to mention
whether the window pane is clear, distorted, or opaque. We
can also consider what lies outside the frame's boundaries.

Project Censored's State of the Free Press 2023 is a unique
guide to contemporary US journalism and how it frames
our understanding of the world. 

INTRODUCTION

NEWS AS FRAME

 “The facts we see depend on where we 
are placed, and the habits of our eyes.”

–Walter Lippmann, 
Public Opinion (1922)
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The 28th edition of the Project's acclaimed annual series spotlights
the previous year's most important investigative journalism,
documents important gaps and systematic biases in corporate
("mainstream") news coverage, and provides inspiring examples to
encourage students to care more passionately about freedom of
information as one foundation of a good life and a just society.

Balancing critical analysis with optimistic vision, State of the Free
Press 2023 encourages readers to examine news frames critically.
News frames can help to orient us—enhancing our capacities as
engaged citizens and community members—or they can serve to
disorient us—rendering us apathetic and disengaged, or (perhaps
worse) disinformed and prone to act in ways contrary to our true
interests. Applying tools of critical media literacy that Project
Censored has pioneered and championed since its founding in 1976,
State of the Free Press 2023 shoes how to distinguish trustworthy
journalism from slanted news and clickbait infotainment.

This guide offers teachers reading strategies, discussion topics, and
explorations to engage students in appreciating the importance of
journalism—including its power as a framing window on the world
—and to help develop students’ critical thinking skills.
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Project Censored defines censorship as “the suppression of
information, whether purposeful or not, by any method—
including bias, omission, underreporting, or self-censorship—
that prevents the public from fully knowing what is
happening in society” (quoted on p. 24 of State 
of the Free Press 2023).

This definition is broader in scope than many others, which
tend to focus on suppression that is direct and intentional.
The Project’s definition emphasizes that censorship takes
many forms, some of which are indirect or unintentional. As
Andy Lee Roth and Steve Macek note in the introduction to
the Top 25 story list in State of the Free Press, Project
Censored’s broader conception emphasizes the consequences of
censorship for “the public’s right to know and the integrity of
democratic political processes” (p. 24).

Hands-ON news

analysis: Four topics

for discussion

1) What Is “Censorship”? 
Different Types of Censorship
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To encourage students to think more specifically about
different kinds of censorship and how they impact the
public right to know, consider some of the news stories
featured in this year’s Top 25 story list (included in Chapter
1 of State of the Free Press 2023 and available online from
the Project Censored website). 

Consider, for example, how Facebook restricts content by
or about “Dangerous Individuals and Organizations,” as
reported in Story #12. What is Facebook’s rationale for
these restrictions? What concerns are raised by critics of
Facebook’s DIO list?

Discussion of these points might lead to a wider
conversation about blacklists—lists of people and groups
disapproved by some authority and restricted or punished
on that basis—and the history of blacklisting in the United
States, which includes restrictions on labor unions,
Hollywood films and filmmakers, and, during the Cold
War era, people denounced as communists.
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In “Fighting Words,” Heidi Boghosian’s foreword to State
of the Free Press 2023, she writes, “Each time a reporter is
arrested, pepper-sprayed, or beaten for doing their job, the
free press gets a black eye, diminishing the likelihood of a
well-informed public, the prospects for justice, and the
outlook for the future of democracy.”

A discussion of how threats of violence affect journalism
might be introduced by considering evidence from
Reporters Without Borders’ annual World Press Freedom
Index, which ranks the state of journalism in 180 countries
or territories, and the U.S. Press Freedom Tracker, which
documents cases in which US journalists have been subject
to arrest, assault, interrogation, equipment seizures, or
other incidents. How frequently are journalists threatened
around the world? And in the US?

2) The “Chilling Effects” of
Threats Against 
Journalists (And Surveillance
of Students)

For discussion:
Of course, violence—or the threat of it—impacts
journalists directly. But how do threats against
journalists indirectly impact each of us? 
Encourage students to consider how threats might
persuade journalists to avoid controversial topics, or
stories that expose misconduct by powerful people or
organizations. If journalists pursue those topics or
stories, they may be harassed, subject to lawsuits,
injured, or even killed; if they choose to avoid those
topics, the public is less likely to learn about abuses of
power or other important, but controversial issues.
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One key point is that threats to journalists undermine
their ability to inform the public. Threats against
journalists undermine freedom of information, or the
public’s right to know. 

Discussion might lead to consideration of chilling
effects, a term to describe a discouraging influence,
especially in instances involving freedom of
expression. The term can be used in various situations
where people stay silent, rather than speak out, for
fear of consequences.

Consider, for example, the choices journalists in
Palestine have to make, as reported in story #14,
“Repression of Palestinian Media,” from Chapter 1 of
State of the Free Press 2023. Palestinian journalists
covering resistance to the Israeli occupation of the
West Bank are often harassed or detained by Israeli
defense forces, as Yuval Abraham reported for the
Intercept in April 2022. Reporters Without Borders
has condemned Israel’s “disproportionate use of force”
against journalists and its treatment of journalists as
“parties to the conflict” rather than reporters.
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Of course, journalists are not the only people
subject to chilling effects. After considering chilling
effects, students may be interested in discussing
Story #21, “School Issued Technology Poses
Surveillance Risks for Students.” According to some
school officials, software programs such as Bark,
Gnosis IQ, and Gaggle help schools to prevent
student bullying, drug use, or self-harm. But critics
raise concerns about the negative impacts of
surveillance on students, including both violations
of student rights to privacy and the possibility that
students will become more cautious about what
they say or search for online, or more reluctant to
communicate openly with their teachers.

How do students feel about the use of programs
that monitor their technology use? Are there
welcome benefits? Are there unwanted side effects?
These discussions might be made more challenging
(but important to pursue) if your school uses
software such as Bark, Gnosis IQ, or Gaggle. Be
prepared for students to ask about this.
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Today journalists do their jobs by asking questions.
But news interviews between reporters and sources
only became established as a routine news-gathering
technique as recently as the 1930s—less than a hundred
years ago—according to news historian Michael
Schudson.

In tracking the history of the news interview,
Schudson shows how asking questions was not only a
means for journalists to seek the truth but also a
vehicle for demonstrating authority (see “Question
Authority” in his book The Power of News.) By asking
questions, journalists made public what influential
people said and they asserted their independence as
professionals. 

How independent are journalists? How much freedom
do they have to challenge the views of famous,
influential people or expose abuses of power? What
factors enhance journalists’ ability to act as
“watchdogs”? And what other factors might
undermine their ability to fulfill the watchdog role?

Actual watchdogs serve their owners by alerting them
to intruders and other threats. Traditionally, a free
press has served the public by calling citizens’
attention to abuses of power and other threats. By
exposing and publicizing abuses of power, journalists
provide citizens and community members with the
information they need to act effectively.

In the “Media Democracy in Action” chapter, veteran
journalist Sam Husseini describes the importance of
posing challenging questions to elected officials,
military officers, and other important figures in
government.

3) The Power of Asking Questions
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After students have read Husseini’s article
(“Questioning Politicos at News Conferences,” pp.
213-18), ask them to discuss his perspective on the
importance of asking “tough questions.” What are
some of the hurdles Husseini examines? 

He describes challenging politicians “forcefully, but
within the parameters of the profession.” What might
he mean by “the parameters of the profession”? Can
journalists balance questioning that is tough and
respectful? 

Considering Husseini’s account may lead students to
reconsider some of their initial responses to previous
questions about how much independence journalists
have and how much freedom they have to pursue
abuses of power. 

Of course, journalists are not the only people whose
questions can help inform us or challenge powerful
people. A broader discussion on the power of asking
questions could include students’ own experiences.
Although school lessons often emphasize the
importance of knowing answers, are there times
when asking questions can be just as important as
sharing answers?
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Project Censored uses the term Junk Food News to explain
how profit-driven corporate news outlets often peddle
cheaply produced, soft-serve “news” stories focused on
celebrityhood, the latest trend, and other cultural meringue
in place of the nutrients provided by substantive investigative
journalism.
 
“Junk Food News” is a metaphor. What is “junk food”? How
might some kinds of news affect our minds the way actual
junk food affects our bodies? What sort of news do we need
to be well nourished, as citizens and as communities?

Introduce and discuss some examples of Junk Food News
from Chapter 3, “Junk in the Box: Eat, Prey, Fight.”
Consider, for example, the chapter’s analysis of “space
tourism,” and the vast amount of news coverage focused on
the billionaire race between Jeff Bezos (of Amazon, and
owner of the Washington Post), Richard Branson (Virgin
Group) and Elon Musk (Tesla, Twitter) to venture into outer
space. One study, by Media Matters for America, found that
the three major TV networks’ most popular morning
programs gave nearly as much airtime to Bezos’s 2021 space
launch as they did to all climate crisis news in 2020. 

After becoming familiar with the concept, students might
want to identify more recent junk food news stories.

4) Junk Food News and News Abuse
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Corporate news spin can also include what Project
Censored analyzes as News Abuse—important news
topics whose significance is nonetheless distorted by
how the story is framed.
 
In Chapter 4, Robin Andersen shows how reporting
on crime is often framed to reflect the perspectives
and agendas of law enforcement officials, a bias
Andersen explores as “copaganda.” This pro-police
perspective is mirrored by reporting that blames the
Black Lives movement (BLM) for increased crime.
 
Prepare students to identify examples of News Abuse
on their own by using lessons from Eliot D. Cohen’s
“Digging Deeper: Politico-Corporate Media
Manipulation, Critical Thinking, and Democracy.”
Cohen’s article, available from Project Censored’s
website, introduces six basic guidelines for assessing
the validity of media claims and provides concrete
examples of how to use them in examining actual
news stories.
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Digging Deeper: Based on identified story themes,
discuss reasons why independent news media might
cover story topics in ways that corporate news media
do not.

1) Patterns in story coverage. Ask students to examine
the list of the Top 25 news stories featured in State of the
Free Press 2023 and available online at the Project
Censored website. Are there themes (e.g., health, labor,
environment, activism) that connect two or more stories
on the list? Have students describe how these stories are
connected. 

2) Evaluate the Top 25. Ask students to discuss which
stories featured in Chapter 1 are the most important or
most eye-opening and why. Which story would they
have ranked as #1 on the list if they were a Project
Censored judge? What argument would they make in
support of that ranking? Were there stories on the Top 25
list that should not have been included, either because
they have received adequate corporate news coverage or
because they are not socially or politically significant? 

Exploration: Six

classroom activities to

promote students'

direct engagement
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See the Project Censored website for an
extensive list of independent news outlets.
The Columbia Journalism Review maintains a
searchable database—Who Owns What?—that
is useful for investigating the consolidation of
media ownership in the hands of just a few
major corporations.

3) Follow the money: Media ownership. Ask
students to consider how media ownership might 
affect news content. Do we need a diversity of media
owners in order to assure a diversity of 
media content?

Media ownership is crucial to distinguish between
corporate and independent news outlets. Select several
news outlets and have students use online research
tools to determine who owns the outlet and assess
whether it ought to be considered a corporate news
outlet or not.
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4) Who makes the news? Tracking authorized news sources.
Sources are the people and organizations that journalists rely on to
develop news stories. Journalists tend to seek sources deemed to be
authoritative or important; at the same time, being quoted as a
source bestows authority on individuals or organizations, a process
that sociologist William Gamson analyzes in terms of “media
standing.”

Working individually or in groups, have students select a news
story and track every instance in that story where a person or
document is quoted directly. Students can track who gets quoted in
terms of different aspects of identity (for example, occupation and
gender). After sharing their findings, the class as a whole can assess
whether the sources quoted reflect a diverse range of perspectives on
the topic or not.

One starting point would be to track the quoted sources from one
or more of the stories featured in the book’s Top 25 story list
(Chapter 1). This examination can be deepened by comparing and
contrasting quoted sources from independent and corporate news
coverage on a given news topic. Are there differences in the
patterns of who’s quoted?

For one advanced example of this type of analysis, focused on
independent and corporate news coverage of LGBTQ+ issues, see
avram anderson and Andy Lee Roth, “Stonewalled: Establishment
Media’s Silence on the Trump Administration’s Crusade against
LGBTQ People,” from the Project Censored website.
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5) Follow the money 2: “Dark money” in politics.*
“Dark money” refers to political spending by organizations
that are not required to disclose their donors. These donors
and organizations use dark money to influence elections,
legislation, and other important aspects of the political
process. Campaign finance laws allow dark money
organizations to spend unlimited amounts on political
campaign advertising, so long as such spending is not
coordinated with a candidate’s own campaign.

Unaccountable and unregulated political spending erodes
public trust in government and the election process,
ultimately undermining democracy. To make matters
worse, the corporate media often fail to cover the full
influence of dark money spending on the political process.
Three stories from this year’s top 25 story list focus on the
negative impacts of dark money, including “Dark Money
Interference in US Politics Undermines Democracy” (story
#5), “New Laws Preventing Dark Money Disclosures
Sweep the Nation” (story #8), and “Dark Money Fuels
Transphobic Opposition to the Equal Rights Amendment
and Equality Act” (story #16).

Students can engage in their own research into the
corporate media’s coverage of dark money groups. The
two-step research project described here will develop
students’ critical media literacy skills and provide them
with an opportunity to use some powerful online
databases. This exercise can be assigned to students
individually or in groups.
 

* Thanks to Steve Macek, professor of communication at North Central College, for this exercise.
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Ask students to investigate one of the country’s top-
spending dark money groups. Guide students to the list of
dark money groups maintained by Open Secrets.

Ask them to find out what they can about the group they
have selected to investigate. They should try to find
answers to the following questions: When was the group
established? Who runs it now? How much money does it
raise each year? Who contributes to it (if this information
is available)? How much does this organization spend?
Which candidates does it support? Where do they fall on
the liberal-conservative political spectrum? What issue(s)
are they most concerned about?

Two websites will be useful for this investigation:
OpenSecrets.org, which can provide information about a
particular group’s political expenditures, and
Guidestar.org, where students can access the IRS 990
forms for nonprofit organizations so they can look at
particular groups’ basic budget information and the salaries
of their top earners. 

Step 
One
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Ask your students to use a news database (such as
Nexis Uni or ProQuest Major Dailies, which are
likely to be available through the school’s library or a
public library) to investigate how corporate news
media have covered the dark money group they
studied. 

As students are analyzing their findings, they should
ask the following questions: Did the news media give
adequate coverage to the group you investigated?
Was the amount of coverage proportionate to the
influence the group exerts over the electoral process?
How was the influence of the dark money group you
investigated framed by the corporate media? Was it
analyzed as a threat to democracy or simply as another
participant in the political process? Do you think the
news ought to do more to shine a critical light on the
activities of such groups?
 
Have students present their research findings to the
class.

Step 
two
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Beyond State of the Free Press 2023, Project Censored’s website
provides free access to a wealth of content relevant to educators
and their students, including the Project’s newly-launched
Dispatches series, a bi-weekly series of succinct articles on current
media issues, and the complete archive of the Project’s famed Top
25 story lists.

The Project’s weekly radio program, which features expert guests
analyzing current media topics, can be streamed online via the
website, including past episodes dating back to 2010. The website
is also a portal for United States of Distraction: Fighting the Fake
News Invasion, a 65-minute documentary filmed and produced in
2020 by Project Censored students.

Overall, the website is a comprehensive classroom resource for
sharpening students’ critical media literacy skills while learning
about independent media in action today. For more information,
visit www.projectcensored.org.

Project censored: online all Year

Beyond the book
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“As a student, Project Censored gave me the unique
opportunity to apply my knowledge of media literacy
beyond a classroom setting. Because Project Censored
underscores first-hand student involvement with
independent news stories, it has modified my
engagement with journalism to incorporate a variety
of independent news organizations that report on
pressing issues ignored by the hollow mainstream
media.”
— Cem Addemir, North Central College and Illinois
State University

Student and teacher
testimonials

"After interning for Project Censored for the last
three years, I can safely say my media literacy has
soared. I've started reading far more independent
news and have been able to educate my friends on
being more open to other sources and not just
corporate media. Working on multiple books helped
me with my research skills. I'm grateful for the
opportunities I've been given through Project
Censored and will continue to contribute for as long
as I can.”
— Sierra Kaul, Diablo Valley College and University
of California, Davis
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“Project Censored provides my undergraduates with a
hands-on real-world journalism project focused on
contemporary issues of vital civilizational import,
with invaluable support from the Project Censored
network of professional colleagues around North
America.”
— Rob Williams, Education and Human Studies,
Champlain College; co-editor, Media Education for a
Digital Generation

“Project Censored is an invaluable part of my
courses, fostering student-centered learning and
practical skills development. Students expand
their knowledge of news and information sources
through hands-on work. With the opportunity to
have their work published on both the Project
Censored website and in the annual yearbook,
students see how their work matters and has
impact beyond the walls of the classroom.”
— Allison Butler, Media Literacy Certificate
Director, University of Massachusetts, Amherst

“Students find Project Censored’s learning content
both engaging and empowering. I would be hard-
pressed to identify better critical news literacy
learning content for my students.”
— Nolan Higdon, Media Studies and History,
CSU-East Bay and UC Santa Cruz; author of The
Anatomy of Fake News
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